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SUMMARY
Tissue-intrinsic error correction enables epithelial cells to detect abnormal neighboring cells and facilitate
their removal from the tissue. One of these pathways, ‘‘interface surveillance,’’ is triggered by cells with aber-
rant developmental and cell-fate-patterning pathways. It remains unknown which molecular mechanisms
provide cells with the ability to compare fate between neighboring cells. We demonstrate that Drosophila
imaginal discs express an array of cell surface molecules previously implicated in neuronal axon guidance
processes. They include members of the Robo, Teneurin, Ephrin, Toll-like, or atypical cadherin families.
Importantly, a mismatch in expression levels of these cell surface molecules between adjacent cells is suffi-
cient to induce interface surveillance, indicating that differences in expression levels between neighboring
cells, rather than their absolute expression levels, are crucial. Specifically, a mismatch in Robo2 and
Robo3, but not Robo1, induces enrichment of actin, myosin II, and Ena/Vasp, as well as activation of JNK
and apoptosis at clonal interfaces. Moreover, Robo2 can induce interface surveillance independently of its
cytosolic domain and without the need for the Robo-ligand Slit. The expression of Robo2 and other cell sur-
face molecules, such as Teneurins or the Ephrin receptor is regulated by fate-patterning pathways intrinsic
and extrinsic to the wing disc, as well as by expression of oncogenicRasV12. Combined, we demonstrate that
neighboring cells respond to a mismatch in surface code patterns mediated by specific transmembrane pro-
teins and reveal a novel function for these cell surface proteins in cell fate recognition and removal of aberrant
cells during development and homeostasis of epithelial tissues.
INTRODUCTION

Genetically altered cells are constantly appearing in epithelial tis-

sues, either because of developmental errors or mutagenesis.1,2

Surveillance and removal of these cells is necessary to maintain

tissue homeostasis and organismal health. ‘‘Interface surveil-

lance’’—a distinct branch of tissue-intrinsic error correction

mechanisms, such as cell-cell competition—mediates the

removal of aberrant cells from epithelial tissues.3,4 Interface

surveillance is specifically activated by aberrant cells that carry

mutations in cellular signaling pathways or transcriptional

networks, which control cell fate and differentiation programs.

For example, mutations in patterning pathways (Decapentaple-

gic [Dpp]/TGF-b, Wingless [Wg]/WNT, Hedgehog (Hh)/Shh,

JAK/STAT, and Notch) or in cell-fate-specifying transcription
980 Current Biology 34, 980–996, March 11, 2024 ª 2024 The Autho
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factors and transcriptional regulators (Arm, Iro-C, Omb, Yki,

En/Inv, Ap, Ci, and Hox genes) induce phenotypes related to

interface surveillance.5–23 Mosaic clones that deregulate these

pathways produce a pronounced difference in cell fate between

‘‘aberrant’’ and surrounding ‘‘normal’’ cells, and we have previ-

ously shown that such steep fate differences between neigh-

boring cells cause enrichment of myosin II and filamentous actin

at shared junctional and lateral interfaces in Drosophila imaginal

epithelia. This drives cell segregation between the two cell pop-

ulations via smoothening of the contractile interface, a charac-

teristic feature of interface surveillance.3 Importantly, this

response is induced in a strictly position-dependent manner ac-

cording to the cell fate of the surrounding cells. For example, Cu-

bitus interruptus (Ci)-expressing clones have normal shapes

in anterior wing compartments, where Ci-activation by Hh
r(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Cell surface molecules with described roles in axon guidance mediate cell-cell recognition in wing discs

TRE-RFP expression is reporting JNK pathway activity (gray or magenta in all panels).

(A) A mosaic wing disc with wild-type clones expressing UAS-GFP (GFP, cyan). Please note that JNK activity is physiologically elevated at the A/P compartment

boundary in wing discs at this developmental stage. White frame marks region shown in (A0).
(legend continued on next page)
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signaling is high. However, Ci-expressing clones undergo

smoothening and die in posterior compartments, where Ci-

signaling is normally low.3 This emphasizes that it is the differ-

ence in fate at the clone interface, or in other words, the fate

mismatch, rather than the fate per se, which is important for

inducing interface surveillance. Curiously, actomyosin recruit-

ment and interface smoothing bear a striking resemblance to

the formation of compartment boundaries in developing tissues,

where two cell populations of different fate are mechanically

separated by the formation of a contractile actomyosin interface

between them.24–26 However, actomyosin enrichment in inter-

face surveillance is also accompanied by activation of pro-

apoptotic c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling in cells on

either side of the clonal interface.3,4 This drives apoptotic elimi-

nation of aberrant cells and is thus an essential hallmark of inter-

face surveillance and its ability to maintain tissue health.

Despite this work, it is still unclear how cells recognize when a

neighboring cell acquires a distinct and potentially aberrant fate.

Recruitment of actomyosin to the interface and JNK activation in

cells on both sides of the interface suggests that surveillance of

neighbors is mediated by a cell-contact-dependent mechanism.

The molecular machinery responsible for interface surveillance

must therefore be composed of cell surface molecules, (1) which

modulate actomyosin function and (2) which are competent to

transduce contact-dependent signals into signaling pathways,

such as JNK. Additionally, (3) expression of these molecules

must be regulated by cell-fate-specifying transcription factors

and pathways, thereby encoding cell identity. Classical cadher-

ins are prime examples of transmembrane molecules that

may fulfill these criteria.27 Yet, the striking pattern-specific acti-

vation of interface surveillance, as for Ci-expressing clones, is

observed for multiple fate-patterning pathways. This implies

that more than one molecule is necessary to distinguish any

two of many possible cell fates from each other.3,4 Recently,

novel and unexpected roles for members of the neuronal axon

guidance and neuronal adhesion families emerged in physiology

and pathology of epithelial tissues.28,29 Axon guidance mole-

cules typically mediate signaling through the interaction of a

transmembrane receptor with a cognate ligand. Roundabout

(Robo), Plexin, Frazzled (Fra), or Ephrin (Eph) receptor families

interact with respective ligands of the Slit, Semaphorin (Sema),

Netrin (Net), and Ephrin families.30–33 Recent work suggests

that Teneurins interact with leucine-rich repeat (LRR)-domain

proteins on neighboring cell surfaces.33,34 Extensive research

on axon guidance effectors has revealed this general principle:

when the ligand binds to the receptor, it elicits signals to recruit

actomyosin modulators of the small GTPase family (Rho and

Rac) and members of the Ena/Vasp, Abl, or Src pathways.32
(B and C) Mosaic wing discs with clonal alterations in fate-specifying pathways

active Tkv (TkvCA) using the ‘‘GAL4/UAS flp-out’’ system. Please note the induct

shown in (B0) and (C0).
(D–N) Mosaic wing discs with aberrant expression of cell surface molecules. Clo

UAS constructs or downregulation of expression by UAS-RNAi (RNAi) constructs

marks regions shown in (D0)–(R0).
Images in (A)–(N) are shown at the same scale. JNK responses in (A)–(C) have been

JNK responses in (F), (H), and (J)–(L) have been observed in nR 3 experimental rep

n R 3 wing discs in one experimental replicate, which corresponds to the initial

Related to Figure S1.
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This leads to either formation or retraction of actin-based cellular

protrusions, thereby driving attractive or repulsive behaviors dur-

ing axon pathfinding and mediating appropriate spatial posi-

tioning of cells within neuronal systems. It is conceivable that

expression of these molecules may also have a strong impact

on actomyosin and adhesion dynamics in an epithelial tissue

thereby regulating epithelial morphogenesis and homeosta-

sis.29,30,35 Indeed, Ephrin, Teneurins, and LRR-domain proteins

including Toll-like receptors are strongly implicated in mechani-

cal separation of cell populations at compartment boundaries via

regulation of a contractile actomyosin interface in epithelial tis-

sues of vertebrate and invertebrate species.24–26,36,37

The phenomenological similarities lead us to explore whether

these molecules played a role in interface surveillance against

aberrant cells. Importantly, the diverse fates created by develop-

mental patterning in the imaginal disc made this tissue an ideal

system to experimentally address the mechanisms of cell fate

recognition. We find that neuronal cell surface molecules are

widely expressed in epithelia, that misexpression of a single sur-

facemolecule is sufficient to induce all hallmarks of interface sur-

veillance, and that these cell surface molecules are co-regulated

by cell fate specification pathways.

RESULTS

Cell surface molecules with described roles in axon
guidance mediate cell-cell recognition in wing discs
To understand whether epithelial tissues may use cell surface

molecules to distinguish fates and detect aberrant cells, we first

asked whether misexpression of proteins functioning in axon

guidance, neuronal targeting, and cell adhesion is sufficient to

induce interface surveillance hallmarks. Mosaic clones express-

ing aberrant fates generally induce actomyosin recruitment,

apoptosis, and, importantly, bilateral JNK signaling at the inter-

face between clonal and wild-type cells (Figures S1A–S1E).4

We thus used bilateral activation of the JNK-activity reporter

TRE-RFP as a readout for a targeted genetic screen.38 Where

possible, we analyzed overexpression, as well as RNAi-medi-

ated downregulation of cell surface molecules using the mosaic

GAL4/UAS flip-out system.39 Strikingly, we found that deregula-

tion of single members of 6 cell surface protein families was suf-

ficient to induce TRE-RFP activation at clone boundaries in wing

imaginal discs. Specifically, ectopic up- and downregulation of

members of the Robo family (Robo 2 and 3), the Teneurin-family

(Ten-a and Ten-m), atypical cadherins (Fat and Ds), the Eph/

Ephrin-system, Netrins (Netrin-B), and the LRR proteins Toll-2,

Toll-8, or Tartan was sufficient to induce bilateral JNK interface

signaling (Figures 1 and S1F–S1J). Importantly, several protein
by the ectopic expression of Fkh (FkhOE) and the expression of constitutively

ion of bilateral JNK signaling at mosaic interfaces. White frame marks regions

nes express GFP (cyan) and were exposed to either ectopic expression (OE) of

for individual cell surface molecules, as indicated in each panel. White frame

observed in nR 3 experimental replicates for this study and previous studies.4

licates for this study. JNK response in (G), (I), (M), and (N) has been observed in

candidate screen (see Figure S1F).
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Figure 2. Cell surface molecules with described roles in axon guidance are expressed in wing disc epithelia

(A) Illustrations of expression patterns of cell surfacemolecules in third instar wing discs at 102 h after egg lay (AEL). Relative fluorescence intensity is depicted by

color intensity from low (white), medium (cyan) to high (blue), see Figure S2 and experimental procedures. Expression domains of compartment boundary

(legend continued on next page)
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families, such as members of the Plexin/Sema, Irre cell recogni-

tion module (IRM), and Dscam-families failed to score positively

for JNK interface signaling in our screen, suggesting that not all

cell surface molecules with roles in neuronal morphogenesis are

involved in interface surveillance responses (Figure S1F). We

conclude that a distinct set of cell surface molecules can

mediate bilateral JNK signaling, otherwise a characteristic hall-

mark of interface surveillance toward cells with aberrant fate

and specification programs. We thus wanted to examine

whether these cell surface molecules may act as cell fate sen-

sors required for the induction of interface surveillance.

Cell surface molecules with described roles in axon
guidance are widely expressed in wing disc epithelia
To understand whether these cell surface molecules indeed play

a role in aberrant cell recognition, we asked whether these pro-

teins are physiologically expressed in wing discs. We analyzed

their expression in early and late wing disc development using

tools, such as antibodies, enhancer traps, or GFP-tagged pro-

teins.40,41 To provide a spatial reference, we included a staining

for Patched (Ptc, anterior-posterior boundary) and Wg (dorsal-

ventral boundary). Wewere surprised to find that most examined

molecules were, indeed, expressed in wing discs, with increas-

ingly complex expression patterns toward late 3rd instar stages

(Figures 2A–2D and S2). Moreover, certain attributes of those

patterns, such as an elevated expression in the pouch, hinge

or notum suggest a possible regulation by well-described spec-

ification pathways in the wing disc (Figure S2B).42 Consequently,

each spatial position within the disc is endowed with a unique

cell surface code, which, importantly, is composed of multiple

different proteins (Figure 2A). The widespread expression of

neuronal cell surface molecules suggests that these proteins

may be linked to uncharacterized functions during development

of imaginal discs.

To confirm that these proteins also locate to the cell surface

in wing epithelia, we analyzed their subcellular distribution in

more detail. Roundabout 2 (Robo2), Ephrin receptor (Eph), or

Teneurin-m (Ten-m) localized to adherens junctions and lateral

domains of wing disc cells (Figures 2B0–2D0 0). Both adherens

junctions and lateral surfaces establish contact between neigh-

boring cells, and it is these surfaces that were previously shown

to respond to the presence of aberrant cells by recruiting acto-

myosin.3,4 Thus, Robo2, Eph, and Ten-m localize to cell sur-

faces that are implicated in activation of interface surveillance.

Combined, these observations are consistent with a model

where wing imaginal discs may utilize the combinatorial

expression of cell surface molecules at adherens junctions

and lateral surfaces to detect the fate and identity of neigh-

boring cells.
markers Patched (Ptc, expressed in anterior cells at the anterior/posterior comp

dorsal/ventral compartment boundary) are shown in magenta and light magenta

discs in n R 2 experimental replicates.

(B–D)Wing discs expressing fusion proteins from robo2-GFP, eph-GFP, and ten-m

demarcate A/P and D/V compartment boundaries. Images are shown at same s

(B0–D00) Pouch domains of robo2-GFP-, eph-GFP-, and ten-m-GFP-expressin

E-cadherin (Ecad, gray or magenta) and cortical F-actin (by Phalloidin, gray or yell

relative to junctional Ecad and relative to more lateral domains. Images are show

Related to Figure S2.
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A mismatch of Robo2 receptor expression levels
between neighboring cells is detected by interface
surveillance
Although atypical cadherins, Teneurins, Ephrin, and LRR pro-

teins have emerging or even established roles in epithelial tis-

sues, almost nothing is known about the epithelial function of

Robo receptors.36,37,43–45 We thus focused our further analysis

on the three Drosophila Robo receptors Robo1, Robo2, and

Robo3.

Because Robo2 is expressed throughout wing disc develop-

ment (Figure 3G), we first analyzed the effects of mosaic manip-

ulation of Robo2. We find that Robo2-expressing clones have

smooth shapes, recruit actin to the interface and generally

induce apoptosis (Figures 3A, 3B, 3D, and 3E). Moreover, the

characteristic pattern of bilateral JNK signaling—where both

wild-type cells and aberrant cells at the clonal interface activate

JNK—can be detected around Robo2-expressing clones

(Figures 3B, 3F, 3H, and S3A–S3C). We previously reported

that JNK signaling induced by aberrant cells drives apoptosis

on either side of the clone interface, whereas a less-well-charac-

terized pathway drives apoptosis in the clone interior.4 This char-

acteristic apoptotic pattern could be reproduced by Robo2-ex-

pressing clones (Figure 3I). Combined, we conclude that the

expression of a single cell surface molecule, such as Robo2, is

completely sufficient to induce all hallmarks of interface

surveillance.

An important characteristic of interface surveillance is the

strict position-dependent recognition of ectopic or missing

fate-specifying pathways, which occurs in response to a pro-

nounced mismatch in cell fate between clonal and neighboring

cells. Accordingly, the endogenous Robo2-expression pattern

should dictate where differences between clonal and neigh-

boring cells are largest. Looking at the Robo2-expression

pattern in third instar discs, we noticed that Robo2 is most highly

expressed in the anterior notum and the hinge-hinge fold region,

whereas medium levels of expression can be found along the

dorsal-ventral boundary. In the dorsal and ventral pouch,

Robo2 expression is low (Figure 3G). Therefore, we predicted

that Robo2-expressing clones should elicit interface surveillance

responses in the pouch but not the anterior notum, whereas

Robo2-RNAi-expressing clones should elicit responses in the

notum and not the pouch. Indeed, Robo2-expressing clones

induced actin enrichment and JNK interface signaling in the

pouch but not the notum, whereas Robo2-RNAi-expressing

clones induced these responses in the notum but not the pouch

(Figures 3B and 3C). The Robo2-GFP construct helped to visu-

alize these spatially restricted JNK responses for Robo2-ex-

pressing and Robo2-RNAi-expressing clones with respect to

the endogenous Robo2 expression pattern (Figures S3D and
artment boundary) and Wingless (Wg, expressed in cells on both sides of the

, respectively. All illustrated expression patterns were observed in n R 4 wing

-GFP constructs under native regulatory control (gray ormagenta). Ptc andWg

cale.

g wing discs (gray or cyan), also stained for the adherens junction marker

ow). Apical (0) and lateral (00) local-z-projections, displaying receptor localization

n at same scale. Please note that wing discs are not the same as in (B)–(D).
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Figure 3. A mismatch of Robo2 receptor expression levels between neighboring cells is detected by interface surveillance

(A–C) Mosaic wing disc with wild-type clones expressing UAS-GFP (GFP, cyan) (A), and in addition, either UAS-robo2 (Robo2OE) (B) or UAS-robo2-RNAi

(Robo2RNAi) to reduce Robo2 function (C). TRE-RFP expression is reporting JNK pathway activity (gray or magenta). Antibody staining against the cleaved

(legend continued on next page)
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S3E). These results demonstrate that cells, which create pro-

nounced differences and thus a mismatch in Robo2 expression

levels, are robustly detected by interface surveillance within the

endogenous Robo2 expression pattern, suggesting that Robo2

may contribute to detection and removal of aberrant cells in a

context-specific manner.

Robo2 and Robo3 mediate interface surveillance in a
Slit-independent manner
Intrigued by the ability of Robo2 to induce interface surveillance,

we next investigated the functional properties of the Robo2 re-

ceptor and the other Robo family members Robo1 and Robo3,

as well as the known Robo-ligand Slit.

First, we wanted to test, whether in addition to actin, other

cytoskeletal effectors were also recruited by Robo2-dependent

interface surveillance. We therefore analyzed the localization of

a GFP-tagged non-muscle myosin II regulatory light chain

(Sqh-GFP) to visualize the actin motor myosin II, which enriches

at the interface between wild-type and aberrant cells.3 More-

over, we visualized Enabled (Ena), theDrosophila Ena/Vasp actin

polymerase and an effector of Robo receptors in neuronal sys-

tems.46 We also stained for phosphorylated tyrosine (pTyr), a

marker of cellular interfaces between normal and oncogenic

cells in mammalian epithelial tissue culture models.47 We found

that all markers enriched at interfaces of Robo2-expressing

clones in the pouch (Figures 4A and 4B). However, as expected

from the position-dependent recognition of clones, enrichment

of Sqh-GFP, Ena, or pTyr was absent from interfaces of clones

in the anterior notum (Figures 4C and 4D). These observations

strongly indicate that Robo2 targets actomyosin regulation in

epithelial tissues to mediate interface surveillance responses.

We next wanted to test if the downstream signal transduction

by the Robo2 cytosolic domain is required for the induction of

interface surveillance. To this end, we expressed a Robo2-

construct that lacks the cytosolic domain (Robo2Dcyto), prevent-

ing downstream signaling from the expressed Robo2 receptors.

We find that Robo2Dcyto-expressing clones also induced inter-

face surveillance hallmarks, such as clone smoothening, actin

enrichment, and JNK signaling at the interface (Figure 4E).

Importantly, the presence of endogenous Robo2 in this genetic

background only allows for the conclusion that cytosolic

signaling by the overexpressed Robo2 is not required for
effector caspase (Dcp1) visualizes apoptosis (gray or yellow). Phalloidin visualizes

at the A/P compartment boundary in wing discs at this developmental stage. Wh

(C00 notum). Please note the actin enrichment at the clone interface (green arrows in

z positions. Image sets are shown at the same scale.

(D and E) Graphs depicting circularity and apoptosis observed for individual UAS

(n) for individual wing discs and p values of a two-tailed, unpaired t test are disp

(F) Illustration of regions of interest (ROIs) relative to the clonal interface defined for

wild-type cells (white) or UAS-GFP-labeled clonal cells (cyan) in the wing disc. Clo

Both GFP-labeled (cyan) and non-labeled (white) cells are separated into cells, wh

the remaining cells away from the interface.

(G) Illustration of the robo2-GFP expression pattern. Relative fluorescence intens

high (dark orange).

(H and I) Graphs depicting mean fluorescence intensity of TRE-RFP reporter andm

Figure 3F. Graphs display results for mosaic discs with UAS-GFP-labeled clonal

Sample number (n) for individual wing discs and p values of a repeated measur

graphs. Error bars represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

Related to Figure S3 and Data S1.
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induction of interface surveillance. We thus wanted to test the

requirement of the well-characterized Robo-ligand Slit, which

activates canonical receptor signaling. We expressed a

Robo2-construct that lacks the extracellular immunoglobulin

(Ig)-domains 1 and 2 (Robo2DIg1+2) required for Slit ligand bind-

ing.26,48–50 We find that Robo2DIg1+2-expressing clones pheno-

copy the interface surveillance hallmarks of full-length Robo2-

misexpression by displaying smoothening, actin enrichment,

and JNK signaling at the interface (Figure 4F). This experiment

demonstrates that the Slit-binding domain of Robo2 is not

required for interface surveillance. To further provide support

for this conclusion, we analyzed the function of Slit in wing imag-

inal disc. As reported before,51 Slit is broadly expressed in imag-

inal discs (Figure S4A), but neither clonal overexpression of Slit

or its downregulation using a validated RNAi construct induced

JNK signaling at clonal interfaces (Figures 4G, 4H, and S4C).

Similarly, Robo1, the Robo family member best described for

Slit interaction, is broadly expressed in wing discs (Figure S4B).

Yet, neither clonal overexpression nor downregulation of Robo1

using a validated RNAi induced JNK interface surveillance re-

sponses (Figures 4I, 4J, S4D, and S4E). Combined, these results

suggest that Robo2 misexpression induces interface surveil-

lance via a non-canonical Robo receptor activity and that clas-

sical Robo-Slit-mediated signaling may not be required.

Robo3 represents the third and last member of the Robo

receptor family in flies. Interestingly, Robo3 shares a higher

sequence similarity in extracellular and intracellular signaling do-

mains with Robo2 than with Robo1.52 We thus asked if Robo3-

misexpression may also induce interface surveillance. In devel-

oping wing discs, Robo3 is expressed at barely detectable

levels (Figure S5A). Hence, we reasoned that overexpression

of Robo3 should strongly induce interface surveillance because

Robo3-overexpressing clones would create pronounced differ-

ences in Robo3 levels to surrounding wild-type cells (Fig-

ure S5B). Indeed, Robo3-expressing clones induced clone

smoothening, actin enrichment, JNK signaling, and apoptosis

at clonal interfaces (Figures 5A and S5C). Moreover, Sqh-GFP,

Ena, and pTyr were enriched at interfaces of Robo3-expressing

clones (Figures S5D and S5E). In contrast, we did not observe

any response when we expressed a validated Robo3-RNAi

construct in mosaic clones (Figures 5B, S5F, and S5G).

This result is consistent with a context-dependent model
cortical F-actin (gray). Please note that JNK activity is physiologically elevated

ite frame marks region shown to the right in (A0 ), (B0), (C0 pouch), (A00), (B00), and
B00 andC0). The dotted line indicates stitching of confocal images with different

-GFP- (GFP) and UAS-Robo2- (Robo2OE) expressing clones. Sample number

layed in graphs. Error bars represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

quantitative image analysis (see also Figures S3A–S3C). There are non-labeled

nal cells which additionally express UAS-Robo2 are abbreviated as Robo2OE.

ich are in contact with the other cell type at the interface (magenta stripes), and

ity is depicted by the color intensity from low (white), medium (light orange) to

ean Dcp1 intensity in the zones of measurement around clones, as depicted in

cells (left) or containing UAS-Robo2 (Robo2OE)-expressing clones (right).

ed one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test are displayed in



Figure 4. Robo2 induces interfaces surveillance independent of Slit and the receptor’s cytosolic domain

(A–D)Mosaic wing disc with clones expressingUAS-robo2 (Robo2OE) (cyan) in either the pouch and hinge (A and B) or the notum region (C andD) of a wing disc. In

(A) and (C) A GFP-tagged non-muscle myosin II regulatory light chain (Sqh-GFP) tracks the actin motor myosin II. antibody staining against Enabled (Ena)

(legend continued on next page)
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of Robo3-dependent interface surveillance. Combined, we

conclude that misexpression of either Robo2 or Robo3—with

respect to levels in the surrounding wild-type cells—are

completely sufficient to induce all hallmarks of interface

surveillance.

One observation allowed us to further unravel the close func-

tional relationship of Robo2 and Robo3 already suggested by

previous studies in the developing nervous system.53,54 Because

Robo2 elicits interface surveillance depending on its endoge-

nous pattern (Figures 5C–5E), we predicted that Robo3-express-

ing clones induce interfaces surveillance in the entire disc due to

its ubiquitously low expression during development (Figure 5H).

Contrary to those predictions, Robo3-misexpressing clones did

not induce JNK signaling in the anterior notum, similar to Robo2-

expressing clones (Figures 5F and 5G). We thus asked if Robo2

and Robo3 may act redundantly at clonal interfaces. To test this,

we expressed Robo3 in Robo2-RNAi-expressing clones. We

reasoned that if redundant, Robo3 expression will rescue the

mismatch of Robo2 levels induced by Robo2-RNAi clones in

the anterior notum. Strikingly, Robo3 expression robustly sup-

pressed induction of JNK signaling and clone smoothening by

Robo2-RNAi clones in the anterior notum (Figures 5I and 5J).

Combined, our experiments demonstrate a pattern-specific

function for Robo2 and Robo3 receptors in inducing interface

surveillance and reveal that their high sequence similarity may

cause functional redundancy, suggesting that both act through

similar mechanisms in interface surveillance.

Expression of Robo receptors and interface surveillance
molecules is regulated by fate-patterning pathways
If Robo2, Robo3, and other cell surface molecules identified in

our genetic screen are really required to mediate the detection

of aberrant andmisspecified cells, then deregulation and genetic

aberrations of fate-specifying pathways should alter expression

levels of these proteins. Such upregulated or downregulated

levels in aberrant cells would create pronounced expression

level differences in cell surface molecules between neighboring

cells, providing the basis for interface recognition.

To test this, we created clonesmisexpressing known cell-fate-

specifying regulators: Thickveins (tkvRNAi, tkvCA), a Dpp/TGF-

b-receptor important for wing disc patterning. Eyeless (ey), a

Pax6 homolog and master regulator of the eye-specification

network. Forkhead (fkh), a conserved transcription factor

required for salivary gland specification. ci, the transcription
visualizes localization of theDrosophila Ena/Vasp actin polymerase. Phalloidin vis

tyrosine (pTyr) visualizes enhanced signaling activity at cellular junctions. Image

were generated using the LocalZ-projector.

(E) Mosaic wing discs with clones (cyan) expressing UAS-Robo2.DeltaC (Robo2

frame marks the region shown in (E0 ) and (E00). Please note the actin enrichment

(F) Mosaic wing discs with clones (cyan) expressingUAS-Robo2.DeltaIg1+2 (Robo

part of the receptor. Please note that the Ig1 receptor domain has been shown to c

(F00). Please note the actin enrichment at the clone interface (green arrows in F0).
(G andH) Mosaic wing discs with clones (cyan) expressing eitherUAS-sli.D (SliOE)

(H0). Image sets are shown at the same scale.

(I and J)Mosaic wing discs with clones (cyan) expressing eitherUAS-robo1 (Robo1

in (I0) and (J0). Image sets are shown at the same scale as (G) and (H).

TRE-RFP expression is reporting JNK pathway activity (gray or magenta). Antibo

(yellow). Phalloidin visualizes cortical F-actin (gray).

Related to Figure S4.
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factor activated by Hh signaling in the developing wing disc. Pre-

vious studies demonstrated that misexpression of these factors

can drive dramatic respecification of cell fates and alterations of

entire gene expression programs in imaginal discs.55,56 We first

tested if ectopic misspecification by these pathways affects

Robo2 expression. Strikingly, expression levels of Robo2 were

significantly altered, showing both upregulation and downregu-

lation upon clonal misexpression of Tkv-RNAi, Fkh, or Ey in

wing imaginal discs (Figures 6A–6D). Importantly, ectopic mis-

specification did not regulate Robo2 equally in every wing disc

position. For instance, Ey increased expression levels of

Robo2 in the pouch but not the notum, whereas Fkh downregu-

lated Robo2 in the notum but not the pouch. The developing disc

undergoes extensive patterning and different cell-type-specific

signaling networks are active in the pouch, hinge, and notum

cells. Therefore, our findings emphasize that the misexpression

of one fate-specifying pathway is integrated into the intrinsic

transcriptional network of different cell types, consistent with

models of transcriptional networks in tissue patterning.57,58 We

thus suggest that—in response to ectopic deregulation of cell-

fate-patterning pathways—the highly cell-type-specific tran-

scriptional context determines whether to express a specific

cell surface molecule or not.

Such reasoning predicts that changes to a single cell specifi-

cation program may alter expression of several cell surface mol-

ecules simultaneously, including positive hits identified in our ge-

netic screen. We thus wanted to understand how aberrant cell

fate specification may reflect more complex changes to the

composition of a cell surface code. We analyzed which cell sur-

face molecules competent for interface surveillance are affected

by deregulated Tkv signaling. Importantly, when we analyzed

Tkv-misexpressing clones in the pouch, we found that they

altered expression not just of Robo2 but also of Eph, Ten-m,

Ten-a, and Tartan (Figures 6E–6N). Similarly, Fkh or Ci-express-

ing clones induced changes in expression of at least three cell

surface molecules simultaneously (Figures S6A–S6I). These ex-

periments strongly demonstrate that the alteration in activity of

just one cell fate specification pathway causes changes in

expression levels of multiple cell surface molecules. This alter-

ation dramatically modifies the cell surface code of misspecified

cells in comparison with surrounding wild-type cells.

To better understand how regulation of cell surface molecules

may also be relevant for oncogenic processes driven by cell fate

changes, we turned to the analysis of oncogenic mutations
ualizes cortical F-actin. In (B) and (D), antibody staining against phosphorylated

sets are shown at the same scale. Projections of the apical junctional network

Dcyto), a Robo2 construct lacking the cytosolic domains of the receptor. White

at the clone interface (green arrows in E0).
2 DIg1+2), a Robo2 construct lacking the Ig1 and Ig2 domains of the extracellular

onvey the binding of the Slit ligand. White framemarks region shown in (F0) and

(G) orUAS-sli-RNAi (SliRNAi) (H). White framemarks the region shown in (G0) and

OE) (I) orUAS-robo1-RNAi (Robo1RNAi) (J).White framemarks the region shown

dy staining against the cleaved effector caspase (Dcp1) visualizes apoptosis



Figure 5. Robo3 induces interface surveillance and functions redundantly with Robo2

(A and B) Mosaic wing discs with clones (cyan) expressing either UAS-robo3.HA (Robo3OE) (A) or UAS-robo3-RNAi (Robo3RNAi) (B). TRE-RFP expression is

reporting JNK pathway activity (gray or magenta in all panels). Antibody staining against the cleaved effector caspase (Dcp1) visualizes apoptosis (yellow).

(legend continued on next page)
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incurred by RasV12. Ras signals through the EGF/ERK pathway

and regulates both proliferation and wing fate patterning.59 We

previously reported that RasV12-expressing cells induce clone

smoothening, actin enrichment, and JNK signaling at clonal in-

terfaces (Figure S6J).3,60 Yet, RasV12 cells evade apoptosis,

thereby allowing them to form slow-growing tumors.4 To under-

stand if RasV12-expressing cells may be initially detected by

altered expression of cell surface markers, we monitored

expression of cell surface molecules in RasV12 mosaic discs.

Indeed, RasV12-expressing clones deregulated expression of

Robo2, Eph, Ten-m, and others (Figures 6O–6T and S6K–S6R).

These observations provide further support for our conclusion

that just a single fate-specifying aberration will alter the expres-

sion of multiple cell surface molecules and thereby drive com-

plex changes in the cell surface code composition.

To understand whether expression of these cell surface mole-

cules may also be utilized by other tissue-intrinsic error correc-

tion mechanisms, we analyzed genetic models of classical cell

competition. In cell competition, the comparison of proteostatic

or metabolic fitness between neighboring cells drives cell

elimination, such that less fit ‘‘loser’’ cells are eliminated by fit

‘‘winner’’ cells.61–68 Previous studies indicate that loser cells

start to express a specific isoform of the cell surface molecule

Flower, which marks them for elimination by winner cells in a

cell-contact-dependent manner.69,70 To test whether also a

Robo2, Eph, or Ten-m-dependent cell surface code is associ-

ated with winner or loser cell state, we analyzed expression of

these cell surface molecules in imaginal discs mosaic for a

Myc-expressing winner genotype. In agreement with the model

that cell competition and interface surveillance are mechanisti-

cally distinct error correction mechanisms, we found that Myc-

expressing clones did not display pronounced alterations of

cell surface receptor expression patterns that were predictive

of either winner or loser fate (Figures 6U–6Z). Similarly, other ge-

notypes linked to cell competition, tissue growth or cell survival,

such as moderate activation or inhibition of Hippo/Warts
Phalloidin visualizes cortical F-actin (gray). White frames in (A) and (B)mark the reg

(A00) and (B00). Image sets are shown at the same scale. Please note the actin enri

fluorescence intensity of TRE-RFP reporter andmean Dcp1 intensity in the zones o

for mosaic discs containing UAS-Robo3.HA (Robo3OE)-expressing clones. See

number (n) for individual wing discs and p values of a repeated measured one-wa

bars represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

(C and D) Mosaic wing discs where clones (cyan) express either UAS-robo2 (Rob

anterior notum region. TRE-RFP expression is reporting JNK pathway activity (g

different z positions.

(E) Illustration of the robo2-GFP expression pattern. Relative fluorescence intens

high (dark orange).

(F and G) Mosaic wing discs where clones (cyan) express either UAS-robo3 (Rob

anterior notum region. TRE-RFP expression is reporting JNK pathway activity (gra

(F), reminiscent of JNK activation by Robo2OE in (C).

(H) Illustration of the Robo3 expression in the wing disc as visualized by Robo3

Figure S5A.

(I and J) Mosaic wing discs with clones expressing either UAS-robo2-RNA

(Robo3.HAOE) (J). TRE-RFP expression is reporting JNK pathway activity (gray or m

UAS-robo3.HA construct.

(I00 and J00) Graphs depicting the mean fluorescence intensity of TRE-RFP reporter

display the results for mosaic discs containing UAS-robo2-RNAi (Robo2RNAi) (I0

pressing clones. Sample number (n) for individual wing discs and p values of a rep

displayed in graphs. Error bars represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

Related to Figure S5 and Data S2.
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signaling, did not alter cell surface molecule expression patterns

(Figures S6U–S6AB). These observations demonstrate that a

change in expression of the analyzed cell surface molecules

is specific to cell-fate-specifying pathways and consequently

highly correlates with activation of interface surveillance. This

conclusion is strongly supported by our previous studies, in

which cell competition and interface surveillance form distinct

branches of tissue-intrinsic error correction and tumor suppres-

sion mechanisms that maintain the health of epithelial tissues.4

All our data presented so far provide strong genetic evidence

that individual cell surface molecules are regulated by cell-fate-

patterning pathways and that each is individually fully sufficient

to induce interface surveillance. We now wanted to develop an

approach to also provide evidence that deregulation of individual

cell surface molecules is indeed genetically necessary for the

detection of aberrant cells, even thoughwe expected that genet-

ically targeting a single molecule may not be sufficient to inter-

fere with interface surveillance in response to changes inmultiple

cell surface molecules. Yet, we designed rescue experiments

where we co-expressed a RNAi construct or overexpression

construct for either Robo2, Eph, or Ten-m in clones with aberrant

cell fates. We find that cells that aberrantly express ey and fkh

still induced clone smoothening, enrichment of actin and even

apoptosis, despite very targeted experiments to restore expres-

sion levels of Eph, Robo2, or Ten-m to that of surrounding cells

(Figures S7A–S7C). Similarly, RasV12 clones that ectopically

induce expression of Eph or Robo2 in the peripheral pouch still

activated interface surveillance responses despite targeted

knockdown of Robo2 or Eph (Figures S7D and S7E). Yet, to really

test whether equalizing expression levels of just one cell surface

molecule between aberrant cells and surrounding cells can sup-

press interface surveillance, we expressed UAS-RNAi con-

structs for molecules that are upregulated in the peripheral

pouch and hinge domain by tkvCA (where Tkv is not normally

active) under the control of en-GAL4. Thereby, all cells in the

posterior compartment lacked either Eph or Ten-m at the time
ion shown in (A0) and (B0 ). White frames in (A0) and (B0) mark the regions shown in

chment at clone interfaces in (A00) (green arrows). (A%) Graphs depicting mean

fmeasurement around clones, as depicted in Figure 3F. Graphs display results

Figure S5C% for UAS-GFP-labeled clonal cells as wild-type control. Sample

y ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test are displayed in graphs. Error

o2OE) (C) or express UAS-robo2-RNAi (Robo2RNAi) (D). Yellow arrows indicate

ray or magenta). The dotted line indicates stitching of confocal images, with

ity is depicted by the color intensity from low (white), medium (light orange) to

o3OE) (F) or express UAS-robo3-RNAi (Robo3RNAi) (G). Yellow arrows indicate

y or magenta). Please note the absence of JNK activation in the notum region in

antibodies. Please note that Robo3 is hardly expressed in the wing disc. See

i (Robo2RNAi) (I) or both UAS-robo2-RNAi (Robo2RNAi) and UAS-robo3.HA

agenta). Antibody staining against HA tag (aHA) visualizes the presence of the

in the zones of measurement around clones, as depicted in Figure 3F. Graphs
0), or both UAS-robo2-RNAi (Robo2RNAi)- and UAS-Robo3.HA (Robo3OE)-ex-

eated measured one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test are



Figure 6. Expression of Robo receptors and other cell surface molecules is regulated by fate-patterning pathways

(A–C) Wing discs expressing robo2-GFP (Robo2GFP) (gray or cyan). Mosaic clones (magenta) deregulate fate-specifying pathways by the expression ofUAS-tkv-

RNAi (TkvRNAi) (A), UAS-fkh (FkhOE) (B), or UAS-ey (EyOE) (C). White frames mark the regions shown in (A0 )–(C00).

(legend continued on next page)
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when we introduced tkvCA-expressing clones using the LexA/

LexO system.71,72 However, removing either Eph or Ten-m

from the surface code of posterior cells failed to affect interface

surveillance responses of aberrant tkvCA-expressing clones in

the posterior pouch and hinge (Figures S7H–S7J).

These experiments, while challenging, support the multifacto-

rial nature of a cell surface code, where multiple cell surface

molecules are simultaneously deregulated upon cell fate mis-

specification, and deregulation of any one of them is sufficient

to robustly induce interface surveillance. As a consequence,

genetic experiments to analyze the necessity of individual mole-

cules in the detection of aberrant cells are technically not

possible, as our current genetic tools are incompatible with the

possibly highly redundant nature of these molecules within the

surface code. While we demonstrate that 12 proteins from our

genetic screen are each sufficient to activate all hallmarks of

interface surveillance, our study is thus limited by the lack of ge-

netic evidence for the necessity of these molecules in mediating

detection and recognition of aberrant cells in tissues.

DISCUSSION

Cell fate, cell surface code, and interface surveillance
In summary, we demonstrate that wing disc cells are equipped

with various cell surface molecules, such as Robo2, Teneurin,

or Eph. Almost all of them are expressed during development

and deregulation of expression levels and the resulting expres-

sion level mismatch created at clonal interfaces is sufficient to

induce all hallmarks of interface surveillance (Figure 7). Further-

more, aberrant cell fate programs deregulate expression of mul-

tiple cell surfacemolecules simultaneously. We propose that this

reflects a physiological process of cell fate specification during

development, in which cell fates establish a cell surface profile

unique to each fate. Importantly, a single transcription factor

does not always target the same cell surface molecule. Instead,

the molecular composition is shaped by the cumulative activity

of cell-type-specific transcriptional networks unique to each

cell type. Finally, an altered surface code is a unique feature of

cells experiencing cell fate deregulation and interface surveil-

lance but not classical cell competition.

Among the protein families that we identified in our genetic

screen, Eph/Ephrin, specifically, have previously been described

to promote interface smoothening via actomyosin regulation

in mosaic tissues and at compartment boundaries, both in

Drosophila and mammalian systems.36,43 Indeed, deregulation

of Eph/Ephrin signaling induces actomyosin and Ena enrichment

at clonal interfaces, clone smoothening and bilateral JNK
(D) Graph depicting the change of robo2-GFP in clonal cells at the interface exp

(EyOE) relative to the surrounding wild-type cells in the pouch, hinge, or notum reg

depicted in the violin plots. Right axis shows the mean change of all the relative ch

and p values of a Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test are d

(E, G, I, K, M, O, Q, S, U, W, and Y) Wing discs presenting the specific expression

W), ten-m-GFP (ten-mGFP) (I, S, and Y), ten-a-GFP (Ten-aGFP) (K), or trn-LacZ (trn-

(H), (J), (L), (N), (P), (R), (T), (V), (X), and (Z).

(F, H, J, L, N, P, R, T, V, X, and Z)Wing discs expressing robo2-GFP (Robo2GFP) (F,

GFP (Ten-aGFP) (L), or trn-LacZ (trn-LacZ) (N) (gray or cyan) and carrying mosaic c

constitutively active Tkv (TkvCA) (H, J, and L), expression of UAS-RasV12 (RasV12)

creates super competitor cells, which will outcompete surrounding wild-type cel
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signaling in our assays (Figures S7K–S7R). Similarly, Teneurins,

or LRR proteins, such as Tartan, have been implicated in modu-

lating actomyosin contractility or compartment boundary

smoothening in different tissues. Moreover, regulation of their

expression has been previously linked to fate specification in

Drosophila.36,37,44,73–77 Yet, we also describe a novel function

of these molecules by implicating them in the induction of bilat-

eral JNK activation. This suggests that these very different cell

surfacemolecules may act not only through a shared set of cyto-

skeleton effectors but also through similar signaling effectors.

The cell surfacemolecules identified in our screen are composed

of very different structural motifs, including leucine-rich, Ig, YD,

or cadherin repeats.29,30,35,78 How these extracellular motifs or

intracellular domains contribute to these shared effector modal-

ities of actomyosin contractility and JNK signaling will be an

important future avenue of our research.

Robo receptors in epithelia
Robo receptors are increasingly recognized to play a role in

epithelia.29 For example, recent molecular data from the mouse

pancreas show that epithelial islet cells express Robo receptors.

Disrupting Slit-Robo signaling disrupts embryonic islet formation

and adult islet architecture.79,80 InDrosophila, a JNK-Robo2-Ena

axis is required for the elimination of scrib mutant cells in eye

discs.45 Importantly, we propose a distinct model for Robo2

andRobo3 receptors, where their mismatch at clonal boundaries

is crucial rather than the mere presence of Robo2 receptors in

aberrant cells. Moreover, JNK serves as a downstream effector

of this mismatch, rather than an upstream regulator of Robo2

expression levels. In addition, neither the ligand Slit nor the cyto-

solic domain in Robo2 expression constructs are required for the

induction of interface surveillance in our assays. In fact, ectopic

levels of solely the extracellular domain of Robo2 are sufficient to

activate interface signaling, suggesting that the extracellular

domain of Robo2 may acts as interaction partner for cell surface

molecules. Curiously, hRobo2 can interact in trans on neigh-

boring cell surfaces, and the binding of LRR domains present

in Slit result in conformation changes favoring the formation of

an activating Robo2 dimer in cis.50,81 Similarly, recent studies

have focused on heterophilic receptor interactions involving

Toll-like receptors containing LRR domains with Trn and Ten-

m in Drosophila embryo patterning, receptors that we also find

to induce interface surveillance.44,82 Whether heterophilic inter-

actions through LRR-domain proteins other than Slit play a

role in Robo2-mediated interface surveillance remains to be

investigated. Of note, we also find that Robo3 is capable of

compensating for the loss of Robo2. Robo2 and Robo3 are
ressing UAS-RFP (RFP), UAS-tkv-RNAi (TkvRNAi), UAS-fkh (FkhOE), or UAS-ey

ion of the wing disc. Left axis shows the relative change for individual clones as

anges of individual clones per disc. nR 7 wing discs per genotype are plotted,

isplayed in the graph. Error bars represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

patterns of robo2-GFP (Robo2GFP) (E, O, and U), eph-GFP (EphGFP) (G, Q, and

LacZ) (M) serving as a reference for the experimentally induced changes in (F),

P,V), eph-GFP (EphGFP) (H, R, and X), ten-m-GFP (ten-mGFP) (J, T, and Z), ten-a-

lones (magenta) with the knockdown of Tkv (TkvRNAi) (F and N), expression of a

(P, R, and T) or expression of Myc (MycOE) (V, X, and Z). Increasing Myc-levels

ls. Related to Figures S6 and S7 and Data S3 and S4.



Figure 7. A mismatch in cell surface mole-

cules induces interface surveillance

Signaling by different developmental patterning

pathways (blue) is integrated in a cell-type-specific

manner and a cell-type-specific set of transcription

factors (blue) to drive the expression of a set of

genes (blue) encoding for cell surface molecules

(green), which are known to play a role in neuronal

guidance and targeting. Thus, the combination of

molecules displayed at the cell surface depends on

the signal integration and fate specification at any

position within the imaginal disc. Aberrant fate

signals, for example, by the expression of onco-

genic RasV12 (orange), disrupt this cell-type-spe-

cific regulation of gene expression leading to a

changed combination of cell surface molecules

relative to that of the neighboring wild-type cell.

The mismatch in cell surface molecules between

neighboring cells induces all hallmarks of interface

surveillance (red). Related to Figure S7.
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closely related molecules with previously described functions in

neuronal cell-cell recognition and differ from Robo1.53,54 While

all Robo receptors share similar extracellular domains, Robo2

and 3 retain only two of the four conserved cytoplasmic (CC)

motifs found in Robo1 and lack the strongest Ena-recruiting

CC-motif.46 Interestingly, all Robo receptors retain a WAVE reg-

ulatory-complex-interacting receptor sequence (WIRS) through

which actin regulation may be facilitated independent of Slit

ligand binding.83,84

Regulation of neuronal cell surface molecules in cancer
Multiple recent studies revealed significant changes to the

expression patterns of neuronal cell surfacemolecules in tumors,

for example.85,86 We demonstrate that RasV12-expressing cells

disrupt the endogenous pattern of surface molecules, causing

pronounced differences in the surface code and activation of

interface surveillance responses. In mammalian epithelia, cells

with oncogenic Ras signaling are detected and eliminated by a

process termed epithelial defense against cancer (EDAC) akin

to interface surveillance.4,87,88 Eph/Ephrin signaling was shown

to regulate the interaction of oncogenic RasV12-expressing cells

with neighboring wild-type cells in cultured MDCK monolayers

and pancreas in vivo.89,90 Here, RasV12-expression induces

EphA2 which underlies actin enrichment and cell shape changes

upon interaction of wild-type and RasV12-expressing cells. This

supports a model where interface surveillance mediated by

altered expression of cell surface molecules may have important

roles in tumor suppression by regulating the interaction between

wild-type and aberrant cells. However, this very machinery can

alsopromote tumor progressionby triggering signalingpathways

and actomyosin dynamics at the interface with wild-type cells.

Aberrant cells may exhibit resistance to apoptosis, as exempli-

fied by the case of RasV12-expressing cells, whichwould channel

activation of JNK signaling and actomyosin dynamics toward

migratory behaviors.4

Interface surveillance in development
Interface surveillancesharesstrikingsimilaritieswithcompartment

boundary formation in developing tissues, where two cell popula-

tions of distinct fate mechanically segregate via the formation of a
contractile actomyosin interface between them. Indeed, many of

themolecules identified inour genetic screen facilitate actomyosin

regulation during compartment boundary formation in vertebrate

and invertebrate species.24–26,36,37 The similarities betweendevel-

opmental morphogenesis and tissue-intrinsic error correction,

relying on the same principle of receptor-mediated recognition

and actomyosin driven segregation of cell populations, point to-

ward a common evolutionary origin of the surface code subse-

quently adapted for developmental and homeostatic processes.

In fact, cellular function of neuronal axon guidance in neuronal tis-

sues may have originally evolved in evolutionarily more ancient

epithelia. Ultimately, the cell surface code formed by so-called

neuronal axon guidancemolecules and related factorsmay repre-

sent an ancient system to distinguish self from non-self in physio-

logical and pathological contexts.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

mouse monoclonal anti-Robo1 Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank DSHB-13C9

RRID: AB_2181861

mouse monoclonal anti-Robo3 extracellular Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank DSHB-14C9

RRID: AB_528454

mouse monoclonal anti-Robo3 cytoplasmic Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank DSHB-15H2

RRID: AB_531800

mouse anti-Ds Suzanne Eaton N/A

mouse monoclonal anti-Nrt Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank DSHB-BP106

RRID: AB_528404

mouse anti-Sema2 Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank DSHB-19C2

RRID: AB_528460

mouse anti-Ptc Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank DSHB-Apa1

RRID: AB_528441

mouse anti-Wg Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank DSHB-4D4

RRID: AB_528512

mouse monoclonal anti-b-gal Promega Z378B, RRID: AB_2323752

Rabbit polyclonal anti-b-gal MP Biomedicals 55976, SKU: 085597-CF

rabbit anti-Ephrin Andrea Brand N/A

Rabbit polyclonal anti-Dcp1 Cell Signaling Technology CST-9578S; RRID: AB_2721060

rabbit anti-GFP Thermo Fisher Scientific G10362, RRID: AB_2536526

rat anti-E-cadherin Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank DSHB-DCAD2

RRID: AB_528120

rat monoclonal anti-RFP ChromoTek 5F8

RRID: AB_2336064

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

DAPI Sigma-Aldrich D9564

Phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 405 Abcam ab176752

Phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 488 Invitrogen A12379

Phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 555 Sigma-Aldrich P1951

Phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 647 Invitrogen A22287

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

w118 David Bilder FBal0018157

hsflp122 Ishwar Hariharan FBtp0001101

act>y+>GAL4, UAS-GFP David Bilder FBti0012290

act>CD2>GAL4, UAS-RFP David Bilder FBal0058800

tub>CD2>GAL4, UAS-nLacZ George Pyrowolakis FBtp0010169

UAS-LacZ Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 1776

UAS-fkh-3xHA Martin Juenger FBal0249318

UAS-tkvCA Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 36537

UAS-ey Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 6294

UAS-armS10 Suzanne Eaton FBtp0001723

UAS-ci-HA Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 32570

dad4-LacZ George Pyrowolakis FBsf0000872988

TRE-RFP Dirk Bohmann FBti0147636

pucA251.1F3 >LacZ Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 11173

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

CoinFLP-LexA::GAD.GAL4 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 59271

en-GAL4 Mirka Uhlirova FBal0052377

brk-GAL4; UAS-mCD8::GFP,

LexO-mCherry::CAAX/SM5-TM6b;

LexO-tkvQD/SM5-TM6b

George Pyrowolakis FBal0295113

UAS-tkv-RNAi (HMS02185) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 40937

UAS-RasV12 Helena Richardson FBtp0001705

UAS-RasV12 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 4847

UAS-myc.HA Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 64759

UAS-hpo Ishwar Hariharan FBal0191267

UAS-wts-RNAi (101055/KK) Vienna Drosophila Resource Center VDRC 111002

elav-GAL4, UAS-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 6923

toll-2-GFP Vienna Drosophila Resource Center VDRC 318319

toll-8-YFP/CyO,hbLacZ Jennifer Zallen FBtp0148072

rst-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 59410

hbs-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 65321

hbs-LacZ Ruth Johnson FBal0131086

sns-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 59801

sema1a-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 50816

netA-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 59409

eph-GFP Frank Schnorrer FlyFos015198

ten-m-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 59798

ten-a-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 60541

trn-LacZ Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 4550

ft-EGFP David Strutt FBal0385338

ds-LacZ Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 11394

sli-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 64472

robo2-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 61774

netB-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 67644

unc5-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 60547

UAS-robo3-HA Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 66890

UAS-robo2-HA Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 66886

UAS-robo2-RNAi Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 34589

UAS-DEphrin Andrea Brand FBal0269900

UAS-eph-RNAi Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 35290

UAS-ten-a Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 42018

UAS-ten-m Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 41570

UAS-toll-8 Yoshimasa Yagi N/A

UAS-toll-2 Yoshimasa Yagi N/A

UAS-netB-RNAi Vienna Drosophila Resource Center VDRC 100840

UAS-trn-HA Jennifer Zallen N/A

UAS-ft David Strutt FBtp0019924

UAS-ft-RNAi Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 34970

UAS-ds David Strutt FBtp0019964

UAS-ds-RNAi (GD14350) David Strutt VDRC 36219

UAS-robo1-RNAi Vienna Drosophila Resource Center VDRC 42241

UAS-robo3-RNAi Vienna Drosophila Resource Center VDRC 44702

UAS-ten-m-RNAi Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 29390

UAS-rst Ruth Johnson RJ459

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

UAS-kirre Karl-Friedrich Fischbach FBtp0013068

UAS-hbs Ruth Johnson RJ404

UAS-eph Mel Feany Probably FBtp0055391, not FBtp0055389,

nor FBtp0015743

UAS-plexA-RNAi (HM05221, GD/14483,

GL01870, KK/101499)

Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center

Vienna Drosophila Resource Center

BDSC 30483,

VDRC 27240,

BDSC 67845,

VDRC 107004

UAS-plexB-RNAi (HM05122, GD/16420) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center

Vienna Drosophila Resource Center

BDSC 28911,

VDRC 46687

UAS-sema2a-RNAi (GL00356) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 35432

UAS-plexA Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 8479

UAS-sli.D Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 67689

UAS-slit-RNAi (KK/100803) Vienna Drosophila Resource Center VDRC 108853

UAS-cirl-RNAi (KK/108383, JF02674,

HMS00136)

Vienna Drosophila Resource Center

Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center

VDRC100749,

BDSC 27524,

BDSC 34821

UAS-tl Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 58987

UAS-tl-RNAi (JF01276, JF01491) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 31477,

BDSC 31044

UAS-toll-2-RNAi Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 30498

UAS-toll-3 Yoshimasa Yagi N/A

UAS-toll-3-RNAi (HM05012) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 28526

UAS-toll-4 Yoshimasa Yagi N/A

UAS-toll-4-RNAi (HM050297) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 28543

UAS-toll-5-RNAi (HM05212) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 29533

UAS-toll-6 Yoshimasa Yagi N/A

UAS-toll-6-RNAi (HMC0584, HMS04251) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 64968,

BDSC 56048

UAS-toll-7 Yoshimasa Yagi N/A

UAS-toll-7-RNAi (HM05230) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 30488

UAS-toll-8-RNAi Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 28519

UAS-toll-9-RNAi (HM05227, HMS00171) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 30535,

BDSC 34853

UAS-dachs.V5 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 28814

UAS-dachs-RNAi (JF02743) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 27664

UAS-caps-RNAi (GD/2530, GD/14433,

JF02854)

Vienna Drosophila Resource Center

Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center

VDRC 3046,

VDRC 27097,

BDSC 28020

UAS-trn-RNAi (GLC01638, KK/104688,

HM05011)

Vienna Drosophila Resource Center

Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center

BDSC 50520,

VDRC 107883, BDSC 28525

UAS-netB-RNAi (KK/103672) Vienna Drosophila Resource Center VDRC 100840

UAS-unc5-RNAi (HMS01099) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 33756

UAS-fra Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 8814

UAS-fra-RNAi (JF01231, JF01457) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 31469,

BDSC 31664

UAS-kek1-RNAi (HMC04442) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 57000

UAS-kek3-RNAi (HMS05948) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 77354

UAS-kek4-RNAi (HMC06307) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 67206

UAS-kek5-RNAi (HMS01996) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 40830

UAS-ret.L Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 59002

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

UAS-ret-RNAi (HMC04143) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 55872

UAS-GP150 (HMS00395) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 32400

UAS-dscam4-RNAi (HMC03277) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 51508

UAS-dscam4 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 17117

UAS-dscam2-RNAi (HMC03411) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 51839

UAS-pyd-RNAi Ruth Johnson RJ452

UAS-ics.O Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 66567

UAS-sas-RNAi (KK/106177) Vienna Drosophila Resource Center VDRC 100901

UAS-fili-RNAi (HM05054) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 28568

UAS-bsg-RNAi (HMC03195) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 52110

UAS-con-RNAi (HM05178) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 28967

UAS-beat-VII-RNAi (HMC05049) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 60056

UAS-beat-IIIc-RNAi (JF03286) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 29607

UAS-tnc-RNAi (HMC05051) Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC 60058

Software and algorithms

FIJI (ImageJ 1.48b) Schindelin et al.91 https://fiji.sc/

local-z-projector Fiji plugin v1.5.4 Herbert et al.92 https://gitlab.pasteur.fr/iah-public/Local Zprojector

GraphPad Prism Graph Pad version 9.5.0

Affinity Designer Affinity Up to version 1.10.8

Microsoft Excel Microsoft Microsoft Excel 365

Procreate Procreate Version 5.2.9

Inkscape (0.92.4) Inkscape https://inkscape.org/release/inkscape-0.92.4/

Biorender Science Suite Inc. DBA BioRender Biorender
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Anne-

Kathrin Classen (anne.classen@biologie.uni-freiburg.de).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d Quantitative data sets are provided as supplemental source files with this publication. Raw imaging data reported in this paper

will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL

All experiments were performed on Drosophila melanogaster. Fly strains (see key resources table) were maintained on standard fly

food (10L water, 74,5g agar, 243g dry yeast, 580g corn flour, 552ml molasses, 20.7g Nipagin, 35ml propionic acid) at 18�C – 22�C.
Larvae from experimental crosses were allowed to feed on Bloomington formulation (175.7g Nutry-Fly,1100ml water 20g dry yeast,

1.45g Nipagin in 15ml Ethanol, 4.8ml Propionic acid) and raised at 25�C. Our experimental design did not consider differences be-

tween sexes unless for genetic crossing schemes.

METHOD DETAILS

Drosophila genetics
Mosaic gene expression was induced by Flip-out (act or tub>GAL4/UAS, CoinFLP-LexA/LexO) or mitotic FLP/FRT.39,71 Parental

adult flies were allowed to lay eggs for 72 h at 25�C before flippase expression was induced by heat shock (HS) at 37�C for
e4 Current Biology 34, 980–996.e1–e6, March 11, 2024
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5-15 min. Detailed genotypes and experimental conditions are listed in Table S1. For the JNK interface signaling screen (Figure S1F),

larvaewere dissected 48 h after a 10min HS (AHS). Due to genetic limitations, the CoinFLP experiments (Figures S7H–S7J) contained

two GAL4-drivers, the Actin5C-FRT/STOP-GAL4 and the en-GAL4, resulting in mosaic GAL4 expression in the total disc and GAL4

expression in the posterior compartment. For experiments examining expression patterns (Figures 2 and S2), larvae were dissected

80 h or 102 h after egg lay (AEL).

Immunohistochemistry
Larvae were dissected and the inverted cuticula with attached wing discs were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 15 min at

22�C. Samples were washed in 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS (PBT) and incubated with primary and secondary antibodies in 400ml PBT

on a nutator overnight at 4�C and 1-3 h at 22�C, respectively. Following a final wash in PBS, wing discs were mounted with Molecular

Probes Antifade Reagents (#S2828). Following antibodies were used: Mouse anti-Robo1 (1:20, DSHB-13C9), mouse anti-Robo3

(1:20, DSHB-14C9&15H2), mouse anti-Ds (1:1000, Suzanne Eaton), mouse anti-Nrt (1:20, DSHB-BP106), mouse anti-Sema2

(1:20, DSHB-19C2), mouse anti-Ptc (1:20, DSHB-apa1), mouse anti-Wg (1:100, DSHB-4D4), rabbit anti-Ephrin (1:1000, Andrea

Brand), rabbit anti-Dcp1 (1:400, Cell Signaling-9578S), rat anti-E-cadherin (1:50, DSHB-DCAD2), mouse anti-b-gal (1:1000, Promega

Z378B), mouse anti-b-gal (1:1000, MP Biochemicals-55976), rabbit anti-HA (1:200, Invitrogen 715500), rabbit anti-GFP (1:400,

Thermo Fisher-G10362), rat anti-RFP (1:20, Heinrich Leonhardt, 5F8) and rat anti-RFP (1:2000, ChromoTek-5F8). Fluorescent

dyes DAPI (0.25 ng/ml, Sigma), Phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 405 (1:2000, Abcam-ab176752), Phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500, Invitrogen

A12379), Phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 555 (1:500, sigma-P1951) and Phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 647 (1:500, Invitrogen A22287) were added

together with secondary antibodies.

Image acquisition and image display
Samples were imaged using Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscopes. Figure panels were assembled in Affinity Designer. In most figure

panels, individual channels represent the same z-position from a confocal image stack. However, some panels may assemble chan-

nels from different z-positions in the wing disc (as listed in Table S2). Such a portrayal was chosen to better visualize the spatially

distinct phenotypes at different positions within the cell, specifically of (1) junctional actin (apical), (2) cytoplasmic/nuclear RFP

(lateral) and (3) Dcp1 (basal) in one image panel. This was meant to reduce the (peripheral) data load in the manuscript that would

be otherwise required to visualize all channels at all positions.

If mentioned in the figure legends, the local-z-projector Fiji plugin (https://gitlab.pasteur.fr/iah-public/Local Zprojector, v1.5.4)92

was used to project the curved apical surface of the wing disc epithelium into the same plane. The local-z-projector generates a sur-

face height-map based on a reference channel (i.e., Ecad or Phalloidin staining) and other channels of interest were displayed in rela-

tion to this surface height-map.

Illustration of expression patterns
Procreate (Version 5.2.9) was used for illustration of cell surface receptor expression patterns (Figure 2). Characteristic points of refer-

ence, such as hinge folds, A/P and D/V boundary, were used to transfer the expression domains manually into a wing disc template.

The grading of fluorescence intensity is based on overall impression of intensity across the wing disc and is presented as a subjective

approximation. Bitmap tracing was done in Inkscape (0.92.4) to convert the areas of expression into vector graphics.

IMAGE QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To provide a measure for reproducibility and robustness, number of samples (wing discs) and experimental replicates are mentioned

in the figure legends. An experimental replicate refers to an independent event for dissection and sample processing. From each

larva, only one wing disc per larva was dissected and considered to be an independent sample for statistical analysis. Please

note that several discs were visually analyzed for each experimental replicate. For all quantifications, control and experimental sam-

ples were processed together and imaged in parallel, using the same confocal settings. For comparison of TRE-RFP and Dcp1 fluo-

rescence intensities in different bands around the clone, a repeated measured one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons

test was used. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test was used for comparison of changes in Robo2-GFP in-

tensities in aberrant clones. For other comparisons, a two tailed, unpaired t-test was performed. Images were processed in FIJI.91

GraphPad Prism (version 9.5.0) was used for statistical analysis and generation of graphs. Source data for our statistical analysis is

provided in Data S1, S2, S3, and S4.

Region of interest (ROI) segmentation and quantification workflow
(ROI1) of total disc area: RFP or Phalloidin signal was thresholded and the ROI created by Convert to Mask, Fill Holes, and selection

by the wand tool. (ROI2) of clone area: clonal GFP signal was thresholded and ROIs were created by analyze particles=10mm-infinity.

For Dcp1 quantification, the lower cutoff was 2mm. (ROI3) WT cells at interface: the Make Band, 4mm command created a band

around the ROI2. (ROI4) clonal cells not at the interface: the Enlarge, -4mmcommand applied on ROI2 created a ROI of the inner clone

area. (ROI5) Clonal cells at the interface: XOR of ROI2 and ROI4. (ROI6) WT area around the ROI3: First, Make Band, 16mm created a

band around ROI2. XOR of this band and ROI3 resulted in ROI6.
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Subsequent general procedures: by using the Combine command, several ROIs of a category, such as individual clones in ROI2,

were combined to one ROI and used for further analysis. Signal outside the wing disc was excluded by AND of ROI1 and other ROIs.

ROIs of WT cells, such as ROI3 and ROI6, might cover clonal area due to insufficient spacing of clones. This was prevented, in

example for ROI3, by first selecting OR of ROI3 and ROI2, followed by XOR of that selection and ROI2. After the disc segmentation

into ROIs, the Measure command was applied.

Workflow for quantification of TRE-RFP intensity in UAS-eph-RNAi and UAS-GFP clones

7min HS at 37�C, 72 h AEL, reared at 25�C, dissected 72 h AHS. TRE-RFP signal was elevated by anti-RFP antibody staining. One

lateral section was imaged and quantified. Area andmean intensity of TRE-RFPwasmeasured in each ROI. For circularity, the shape

of individual clones in ROI2 was measured.

Workflow for quantification of TRE-RFP intensity in UAS-robo2-HA and UAS-GFP clones

8min HS at 37�C, 72 h AEL, reared at 25�C, dissected 48 h AHS. TRE-RFP signal with and without rat anti-RFP antibody was

compared (Figure S3). One lateral section of native TRE-RFP was imaged and quantified. Area and mean intensity of TRE-RFP

was measured in each ROI. For circularity, the shape of individual clones in ROI2 was measured.

Workflow for quantification of Dcp1 intensity in UAS-robo2-HA and UAS-GFP clones

9min HS at 37�C, 72 h AEL, reared at 25�C, dissected 30 h AHS. In total, 4 confocal z-sections were quantified. As apoptotic cells are

localized basally, imaging of the stack was started at the most basal position, moving towards the apical surface in 2mm steps, re-

sulting in the quantification of basal and lateral sections. The above-described ROI segmentation andmeasurement of Dcp1 intensity

was applied individually for each z-section in all ROIs. Eventually, the intensities of all four z-sections were averaged before doing the

statistics.

Workflow for quantification of TRE-RFP and Dcp1 intensity in UAS-robo3-HA and UAS-GFP clones

19min HS at 37�C,72h AEL, reared at 25�C, dissected 48 h AHS. The workflow for the quantification of Dcp1 was as described in

DCP1 quantification for UAS-robo2-HA. TRE-RFP intensities were quantified for the second most apical slice of the z-stack.

Workflow for quantification of TRE-RFP intensities in the wing disc notum with UAS-robo2-RNAi alone or with

expression with UAS-robo3-HA

13min HS at 37�C, 80h AEL, reared at 25�C, dissected 40h AHS. Of a z-stack, the z-position with best aerial coverage of the epithelial

cells of the wing disc notumwas selected. The anterior-notum area wasmanually converted into a ROI and TRE-RFP intensities were

measured as mentioned before, but only within this ROI.

Workflow for quantification of Robo2-GFP regulation in UAS-GFP, UAS-ey, UAS-tkv-RNAi, UAS-fkh clones

Crosses: 10min HS at 37�C, 72 h AEL, reared at 25�C, dissected 44 h AHS. Confocal z-stack had a step size of 4mm. Of those, 4

contiguous lateral z-sections beneath the peripodium were chosen for quantification. First, the wing disc was manually separated

into approximate pouch, hinge and notum areas by using the polygon selections in Fiji. For the pouch, a shape was drawn along

the apical hinge-pouch fold. For the notum, the apical hinge-notum fold and wing disc outline was used.93 The area between those

two areas and the wing disc outline was used as hinge area. Then, the above-described ROI segmentation with measurement of

Robo2-GFP intensity in ROI3 and ROI5 was applied individually for each z-section. The results were then processed as follows.

Individual clones were tracked through the z-stack by their centroids and the Similarity And Distance Indices function in Past4,94 re-

sulting in up to 4 data points per clone. To avoid non genotype specific changes in Robo2-GFP intensity due to cyst formation and

consequent changes of the apical plane in clones, the data points were filtered based on changes in actin levels. Data points from

z-sections in which the clone had actin changes of >20% between ROI3 and ROI5, while Robo2-GFP intensity increased, were

excluded. Vice versa, clones with actin changes of <-20% between ROI3 and ROI5, while Robo2-GFP intensity decreased, were

excluded as well. Furthermore, small clones beneath 30mm2 were excluded, as well as clones which were only detected in one of

the 4 z-sections. Eventually, the data point of a clone, which was used for further statistics, derived from the most apical z-section

that fulfilled all those criteria.
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